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Abstract. The tryptophan (trp) operon in E. coli codes for the proteins responsible
for the synthesis of the amino acid tryptophan from chorismic acid, and has been one of
the most well-studied gene networks since its discovery in the 1960s. The tryptophanase
(tna) operon codes for proteins needed to transport and metabolize it. Both of these
have been modeled individually with delay differential equations under the assumption of
mass-action kinetics. Recent work has provided strong evidence for bistable behavior of
the tna operon. The authors of [19] identified a medium range of tryptophan in which the
system has two stable steady-states, and they reproduced these experimentally. In this
paper, we will show how a Boolean model can capture this bistability. We will also develop
and analyze a Boolean model of the trp operon. Finally, we will combine these two to
create a single Boolean model of the transport, synthesis, and metabolism of tryptophan.
In this amalgamated model, the bistability disappears, presumably reflecting the ability
of the trp operon to produce tryptophan and drive the system toward homeostasis. All of
these models have longer attractors that we call “artifacts of synchrony”, which disappear
in the asynchronous automata. This curiously matches the behavior of a recent Boolean
model of the arabinose operon in E. coli, and we discuss some open-ended questions that
arise along these lines.

1. Introduction

An operon is a cluster of genes that collectively serve a common purpose and are transcribed
together. We say than an operon is “on” if its genes are being transcribed at a high
expression level (rate), and “off” if transcription is being repressed, which can be achieved
through a variety of mechanisms – by a repressor protein or a DNA loop that physically
blocks the RNA polymerase from transcribing the genes, or through the absence of or
conformational change to a necessary transcription factor. Operons are a basic form of gene
regulation, and are primarily used in prokaryotes. The lactose (lac) operon in Escherichia
coli (E. coli) was the first operon discovered [8]. It regulates the genes that control the
transport and metabolism of the sugar lactose in E. coli, a bacterium and model organism,
which lives in the gut of mammals and birds. This is an example of an inducible operon,
because it is normally off, and is turned on only when needed – namely, when lactose is
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available but glucose, the prefered carbon source, is not. Moreover, the genes in the lac
operon are negatively controlled by a repressor protein. The arabinose (ara) operon in E.
coli controls the transport and metabolism of the sugar arabinose, which the cell can also
use as a carbon source, if glucose is not present. This is also an inducible operon, but the
genes are positively controlled. The opposite of an inducible operon is a repressible one,
which is normally on unless the gene products are no longer needed. The first repressible
operon discovered was the tryptophan (trp) operon in E. coli, in the early 1960s [16].
Tryptophan is one of the 20 amino acids that make up the building blocks of proteins.
Organisms that feed on others get sufficient tryptophan from their diets, and as such, have
not retained the ability to synthesize it. In contrast, organisms such as E. coli need the
ability to synthesize tryptophan, and E. coli does this with the proteins coded by the
structural genes in the trp operon. However, if tryptophan is readily available, then it
would be a waste of valuable cellular energy to transcribe those genes. Therefore, this
operon is on by default, and is only turned off if it is not needed. The operon is turned
off by a repressor protein that blocks transcription by attaching to the operator region of
the operon. However, this protein needs to bind to tryptophan before it can bind to the
operon. In this role, tryptophan is said to be a co-repressor. The trp operon is an example
of a repressible operon under negative control. The fourth possibility, of a repressible
operon under positive control, has never been found, and may not exist. The following
table summarizes these four possibilities.

inducible repressible

negative control lac trp
positive control ara may not exist?

Table 1. Examples of the four possible types of operons.

Though many more operons have been discovered, the three listed in Table 1 are the classic
ones that are most widely known. All of these have been modeled with delay differential
equations (DDE) [15, 26, 32, 33], and the lac [29] and ara operons [9] have additionally
been modeled with Boolean functions. In this paper, we will model the trp operon with
Boolean functions. We will do the same for the operon responsible for the transport
and metabolism of tryptophan – the tryptophanase (tna) operon. A recent ODE model
of that operon supports the hypothesis that it can exhibit bistability, i.e., the presence
of multiple steady states (corresponding to the operon being on or off), under medium
levels of tryptophan concentration. Our Boolean model will both provide more evidence to
support this claim, as well as showing another example of how a complex but fundamental
biological phenomenon such as bistability can be captured by a qualitative coarse-grained
Boolean model.

Though the trp and tna operons have previously been modeled separately, they are not
independent entities. The latter codes for the TnaB protein, a membrane transport protein
called a permease, that transports tryptophan into the cell. This can have a direct impact
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on whether or not the trp operon is needed to synthesize it. Moreover, the trp repressor
protein controls the Mtr protein, another permease that can transport tryptophan into the
cell. A third permease, AroP, transports tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine. The
three tryptophan permeases used by E. coli are thought to not only transport tryptophan,
but also maintain a high intracellular concentration when it is not available externally.
However, the TnaB permease is the main transporter of tryptophan [7]. Details of these
three tryptophan permeases can be found in [30]. Due to all of this, a complete model of the
symthesis, transport, and metabolism of tryptophan in E. coli should incorporate features
from both the trp and tna operons. We will propose such a model, by putting together our
Boolean models of the individual operons. We will analyze our models using the BoolNet
package in the R statistical programming language. For every choice of the parameters,
we end up getting a unique fixed point that that we will explain biologically, except for
the case where expect bistability, which has two fixed points. However, a number of these
cases have other basins of attraction with longer limit cycles. Fortunately, these disappear
if we allow the individual functions to be updated asynchronously, leaving only the fixed
point(s) as attractors. We call this curious behavior an artifact of synchrony, and it is
something that also arose in a Boolean model of ara operon, which exhibited bistability as
well [9]. In principle, there is no reason to expect this behavior, and we will conclude this
paper with a discussion about open-ended questions on how and why this arises, and how
to detect it using computational algebra – a framework which has been used for a number
of algorithms involving similar Boolean or algebraic models.

2. The trp and tna operons

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is composed of two antiparallel strands of nucleotides coiling
around each other, and it carries all of the genetic information of an organism. The
celebrated central dogma of molecular biology is the two-step process of transcription,
where the RNA polymerase enzyme synthesizes a strand of mRNA from a template strand
of DNA, and translation, in which this mRNA is read by organelles called ribosomes,
producing proteins, which are long chains of amino acids. Both eukaryotic and prokaryotic
cells rely on proteins to carry out necessary functions such as growth and maintaining
proper nutrient levels.

Proteins are built from the twenty amino acids, which are molecules composed of three
subunits connected to the same carbon: an amino group, a carboxylic acid group, and
specific R groups. Amino acids are commonly abbreviated with a 3-letter code, or a
shorter single letter code; for tryptohphan these are Trp and W. Tryptophan is found in
most proteins and functions as the precursor of serotonin, melatonin, and vitamin B3. Its
indole side chain makes it one of the ten amino acids that are non-polar.

The trp operon, which is responsible for synthesizing tryptophan when it is not available,
consists of five structural genes. These code for the proteins and enzymes that make
up the biosynthesis pathway that converts chorismate into tryptophan. The tna operon,
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which metabolizes tryptophan, consists of two structural genes. One of these codes for the
tryptophanase enzyme involved in the tryptophan metabolic pathway, and the other codes
for a permease, which transports tryptophan into the cell.

Upstream of the structural genes in the trp operon is the operator region, where the re-
pressor protein binds to block transcription. Immediately upstream of this is the promoter
region, where RNA polymerase binds to initiate transcription. Most operons have these
three basic regions, though some more complex ones have more than one of these. The
tna operon has structural genes and a promoter, but not an operator region, because its
regulation is controlled by different mechanisms. Figure 1 shows the basic regions of the
trp operon. In the remainder of this section, we will give a biological overview of the trp
and the tna operons.

Figure 1. The trp operon in E. coli. P represents the promoter and O
represents the operator. Image from Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 3.0.

2.1. Tryptophan synthesis and the trp operon. The tryptophan (trp) operon in
E. coli is used to synthesize tryptophan when none is readily available. Its five struc-
tural genes, trpE, trpD, trpC, trpB, and trpA, code for the enzymes in the pathway that
converts chorismic acid into tryptophan. The trp operon utilizes three repression mecha-
nisms to regulate gene expression levels. The most basic type is carried out by the TrpR
repressor protein, which is coded for by the trpR region, upstream of the operon. Specif-
ically, when E. coli cells contain high levels of tryptophan, it acts as a co-repressor by
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binding to the TrpR repressor protein. This binding causes a structural change, allowing
the newly-formed protein complex to bind to the operator region, thereby preventing the
RNA polymerase from moving downstream and transcribing the structural genes. This
type of regulation can suppress transcription levels by a factor of 70 [18].

The second type of regulation employed by the trp operon is called attenuation, and it
can reduce the expression level by an additional factor of 10. Attenuation works because
tryptophan binds to tRNA, and the presence or absence of these tryptophan-charged tRNA
molecules can change how the mRNA is looped. Specifically, immediately upstream of the
structural genes, in the leader region, the mRNA contains four subsequences, labeled 1, 2, 3,
and 4, each which is complementary to the next. As such, an adjacent pair of subsequences
can bind to each other, which results in the mRNA forming a hairpin loop. Under low levels
of tryptophan and therefore low levels of charged tryptophan tRNA, ribosomes pause at
one of the two trp codons in sequence 1, leading to the formation of the “anti-termination”
hairpin loop formation between sequences 2 and 3, shown on the left in Figure 2. This
allows the RNA polymerase to move forward and continue transcription. In contrast, when
tryptophan is available to charge tRNA, the charged tRNA binds and the ribosome moves
forward. The ribosome blocks the formation of the 2-3 hairpin and increases the likelihood
of the 3-4 “termination” hairpin forming, which is shown on the right in Figure 2. This
causes the RNA polymerase to disassociate from the DNA strand, and transcription to
terminate early, before reaching the structural genes. As a result, only a short mRNA
“leader” sequence is transcribed, and none of the operon’s proteins will be translated. The
location of the leader region in the trp operon, where attenuation is controlled, is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 2. Mechanism of attenuation. Translation of mRNA by ribosomes
occurs while it is still being transcribed. Without charged tRNA, the ri-
bosome stalls, the 2–3 hairpin will form (left), and a full-length mRNA se-
quence will be transcribed. Charged tRNA allows the ribosome to complete
the leader peptide and fosters formation of the 3–4 hairpin loop (right), caus-
ing mRNA to be attenuated and resulting in only a short leader sequence.
Figure from Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 3.0.
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In E. coli, mRNA is translated while it is still being transcribed. While the repressor
protein is bound to the operon, it is impossible for transcription to occur, and if mRNA
is attenuated, the translation of the five proteins cannot occur. However, neither of these
repression methods occur with probability 1, regardless of how much tryptophan is in the
cell. For example, under high levels of tryptophan, there is a high probability that any
given TrpR molecule will be bound to tryptophan, and available to bind to the operator
region to block transcription. However, there will be times when such bonds disassociate,
and the repressor protein will fall off of the DNA strand, allowing transcription to begin,
until another activated TrpR molecule reattaches. In other words, it is best to think about
the probability that a repressor protein is bound to the operon. No matter how much
tryptophan is available, this probability is strictly less than 1. Additionally, it will also be
greater than 0, because even under conditions of extreme tryptophan starvation, there can
always be occasional stray molecules present, as it is one of the fundamental amino acids.

Similarly, we should think of attenuation as a process that also happens with a proba-
bility strictly between 0 and 1. The assumption that there can always be trace amounts
of tryptophan in the cell means that there can always be the occasional charged tRNA
molecule as well. In other words, it is still possible for a single strand of mRNA to become
attenuated under only trace levels of charged tRNA. On the other hand, even in an abun-
dance of charged tRNA, there is still a nonzero probability that the 2–3 hairpin loop is
occasionally formed, allowing non-attenuated mRNA to be transcribed. In this sense, the
trp operon can be thought of as a “leaky faucet,” which can never be fully turned off. As
the theoretical limit of tryptophan concentration goes to infinity, the expression levels of
the operon genes approach the basal level, which we will denote by b > 0.

Since the repressor protein can decrease gene expression by a ballpark factor of 70, and
attenuation by another factor of 10, we will assume that expression level of the trp operon
under extreme tryptophan starvation is in the neighborhood of 700b, although some sources
claim that under certain conditions, it can be over 1000b [30]. Our Boolean model will in-
corporate three expression levels: 700b will be considered “high,” and the basal level of b,
which occurs under an abundance of tryptophan, is “low.” As tryptophan concentration
decreases, the organism tries to preserve its ability to synthesize it, so any available tryp-
tophan is more likely to be bound to tRNA than to the repressor protein. As a result,
attenuation persists longer than the effects of the repressor protein [31]. In our model,
we will refer to this region as “medium”, and the expression levels will be in the rough
neighborhood of 10b.

The trp operon uses a third method of repression called feedback inhibition, which occurs
through tryptophan binding to anthranilate synthase, the initial protein in the trypto-
phan synthesis pathway. Anthranilate synthase is composed of two TrpE proteins and two
TrpD proteins. Feedback inhibition of anthranilate synthase can reduce the production of
tryptophan by a factor of 2. Though this is an important function, it is primarily more
of fine-tuning of self-regulation, and in our coarse-grained Boolean model, it will never
change the concentration levels enough to jump between the low, medium, and high levels.
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For example, if feedback inhibition reduces the anthranilate synthase enzyme activity from
700b to 350b, then this is still considered at a high level. Similarly, reducing from 10b to 5b
just fine-tunes the concentration within the medium range. Because of this, our Boolean
model will not incorporate feedback inhibition.

2.2. Tryptophan metabolism and the tna operon. Whereas the trp operon is used to
synthesize tryptophan, the tryptophanase (tna) operon is used to transport and metabolize
it. The tna operon is controlled by three regulatory mechanisms. The first is catabolite
repression, a system that prevents transcription from occurring if glucose, the cell’s pre-
ferred carbon source, is available. The cAMP-CAP protein complex is needed to initiate
transcription, much like how a key is needed to start an engine. The presence of glucose
reduces cAMP levels, and hence depresses concentration levels of this transcription factor.
Catabolite repression also occurs in the lac and ara operons, since glucose is preferred to
those sugars as well. In all, the cAMP-CAP protein complex regulates several hundred
genes in E. coli [35].

If tryptophan is available and glucose is not, then the cAMP-CAP protein complex binds
to the promoter region allowing transcription to begin. The tna operon includes two struc-
tural genes, tnaA and tnaB. The tnaA gene encodes for TnaA, the tryptophanase enzyme
used to metabolize tryptophan, and TnaB is a permease (transporter protein). This leads
us to the second regulatory method, which involves the termination of transcription. There
are two general ways that this is done in prokaryotes. The most common is called intrinsic
termination, which is carried out by mRNA forming a hairpin loop when a particular stop
sequence is transcribed, causing the mRNA and the RNA polymerase to detach from the
DNA and from each other. This is the mechanism of the attenuation described above.
However, in the tna operon, if tryptophan is not available, then transcription needs to be
terminated immediately. This is carried out via a method called Rho dependent termina-
tion, because it is meditated by the Rho (ρ) termination factor. Normally, this protein
binds to mRNA when a cytosine-rich region is reached after the structural genes, and
moves up the strand toward the RNA polymerase, removing it from the DNA strand.
However, in the tna operon, it attaches to the tnaC leader sequence of the mRNA, which
is downstream of the promoter region but upstream of the tnaA and tnaB genes. When
tryptophan is present, the Rho protein is prevented from binding at this site. This occurs
because tryptophan prevents the ribosome producing the TnaC peptide from releasing
from the mRNA, thus blocking the Rho binding site and allowing the RNA polymerase
to continue transcription of the tnaA and tnaB genes [4]. This ensures that the operon
remains on as long as there is tryptophan needing to be metabolized.

The Mtr and AroP permeases, which are not contolled by the tna operon, are able to trans-
port tryptophan into the cell, though not at the rate at which it can be transported if the
operon is expressing the tnaB gene. As such, we can assume that if tryptophan is available
externally, some of it will make its way into the cell. This, in turn, decreases the probability
that the Rho protein is able to bind to the mRNA. Which in turn, increases translation of
the TnaA enzyme and TnaB transporter protein, which allows more tryptophan into the
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cell to be metabolized. This positive feedback loop increases the concentration of the gene
products, until they approach a steady-state concentration. At this point, the operon is on.
Eventually, when the external tryptophan is depleted, fewer gene products are translated,
enzyme concentration levels decrease, and the probability that the Rho protein terminates
transcription early increases. This turns the operon off.

Additional regulatory mechanisms (one transcriptional, and one post-translational) were
discovered and elucidated in 2014 and 2015 [12, 13]. Adding glucose to the cell in a
way that retained the cAMP-CAP complex was shown to reduce expression levels of the
tnaA gene by approximately four-fold. Furthermore, the addition of glucose also reduces
the activity of the tryptophanase enzyme already present in the cell. In summary, the
regulatory mechanisms cause the transcription of tna mRNA to occur precisely when there
is tryptophan available but no glucose. Assuming glucose is absent, the operon will be
off if tryptophan levels are low, and on if tryptophan levels are high. Between these
two extremes, the expression level is highly non-linear and sigmoidal as a function of the
concentration of tryptophan, and so medium expression levels are not observed. Moreover,
it has been hypothesized that the tna operon can exhibit bistability, which means that for
a middle region of tryptophan concentration, the operon could be off or on, depending on
whether tryptophan levels are increasing or decreasing. Specifically, if cells were raised in
a tryptophan starved environment, then as tryptophan levels increase from low to medium
levels, the operon will remain off until a certain “up-threshold” concentration is reached.
However, the “down-threshold,” at which the operon turns itself off, is lower. Therefore,
when the concentration of tryptophan is between these two levels, some cells will be found
expressing the tna operon’s genes, and other will not. Like our Boolean model of the trp
operon, our model of the tna operon will also consider three levels of tryptophan.

2.3. Prior models. After the lac operon, the trp operon is probably the most well-studied
basic systems of gene regulation. Not long after it was discovered, Goodwin modeled it
with a very simple set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [5]. In 1982, Bliss et
al. published a more complicated ODE model incorporating repression and feedback [2],
but this did not consider attenuation, which had only been discovered the previous year.
However, their model did incorporate time-delays due to transcription and translation.
Such a system of ODEs are called delay differential equations (DDEs). The trp operon has
also been modeled in [27] with Petri nets, a graphical agent-based framework. In 2001,
Santillán and Mackey modeled the trp operon with a system of DDEs [26] that incorporated
attenuation and more up-to-date and accurate knowledge about certain cellular processes.
A review of this model and their DDE model of the lac operon can be found in [15].
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In 2019, Santillán and his collaborators proposed the following ODE model for the tna
operon [19]:

A′ = kAPG(Ge)PW (W )− (γA + µ)A

B′ = kBPG(Ge)PW (W )− (γB + µ)B

W ′ = (α+ βB)We − (δ + εAPA(Ge,We) + µ)W.

Here, A(t), B(t), and W (t) represent the concentrations of tryptophanase (TnaA), the
TnaB permease, and intracellular tryptophan, respectively. The concentrations of extra-
cellular tryptophan and glucose are assumed to be parameters (constants), and are denoted
We and Ge, respectively. The rate constants kA and kB are from the assumption of mass-
action kinetics. The terms γAA and γBB model protein degradation, and the terms −µA
and −µB model dilution due to cellular growth. The function PG(Ge) is a sigmoidal
function that accounts for catabolite repression.

Since the tna operon is not as well studied as many others, precise values of the parameters
and rate constants are not known. Instead, the authors of [19] estimated the parameters of
their model by fitting it to their experimental data where they exhibited bistability. After
doing this, they varied the value of external tryptophan, We, the operon’s inducer, and
numerically computed the fixed points. They showed that their model has a unique fixed
point if We is low or high. If Ge is not too high, then for certain mid-range values of We,
their model has two stable fixed points separated by an unstable fixed point, which gives
even more evidence that the tna operon can exhibit bistability under the right conditions.

3. A Boolean model of the trp operon

3.1. Model proposal and justification. In this section, we will propose a Boolean model
for the trp operon. It will incorporate two regulatory processes that the trp operon utilizes:
repression and attenuation. As discussed above, enzyme feedback inhibition is more of a
fine tuning mechanism, as it only depresses the levels by a factor of 2. This is not significant
enough to cause a jump from high to medium levels, or from medium to low, so it will not
be incorporated in the model.

Our model consists of eight Boolean variables and two parameters (constants). The vari-
ables represent quantities that can change rapidly. A value of 0 can be thought of as “high”
and 1 as “low”, and this could refer to the concentration of a particular gene product, or
probability of whether a protein is bound to tryptophan, or the probability of a given trp
mRNA strand being attenuated. In contrast, the parameters represent quantities that
change over a much larger timescale. Solutions to ODEs that model enzyme kinetics are
typically highly non-linear, often well-modeled by “S-shaped” sigmoidal or Hill functions.
Boolean step functions can be thought of as idealized limits of these functions, much like
how the popular Dirac delta function is an idealized limit of a tall spike from a unit impulse
force. For a survey of this, see [23, Chapter 2].
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The two parameters in our trp model describe intracellular (pre-existing) tryptophan. For
both the trp and tna operons, we want to be able to speak of three concentration levels of
tryptophan: low, medium, and high. We can do this by introducing an additional variable
and parameter. We will denote our parameters with lowercase Greek letters, and they will
represent the following:

• ωi = intracellular tryptophan (high)
• ωim = intracellular tryptophan (at least medium levels).

These parameters allow us to describe three levels of tryptophan in the cell: (ωi, ωim) =
(1, 1) means high levels, (ωi, ωim) = (0, 1) means medium levels, and (ωi, ωim) = (0, 0)
describes low levels. The fourth possibility, of (ωi, ωim) = (1, 0), is meaningless and can
be ignored, much like how one disregards the region of the phase space of an ODE model
where concentration or population is negative.

We will use capital Roman letters to denote our eight variables, in a manner that suggests
what they represent. As we did with the parameters for tryptophan, we will introduce an
extra variable for tryptophan so we can capture three distinct levels: (W,Wm) = (1, 1)
denotes high concentration of tryptophan, (W,Wm) = (0, 1) represents medium concentra-
tion, and (W,Wm) = (0, 0) means low concentration. The fourth possibility, (W,Wm) =
(1, 0), can be ignored. We will often use variables of the form xi for convenience, so we can
use notation like (x1, . . . , x8). Both conventions are listed below.

• x1 = E = anthranilate synthase enzyme (high levels)
• x2 = Em = anthranilate synthase enzyme (at least medium levels)
• x3 = L = the 3-4 hairpin loop is formed, causing trp mRNA to be attenuated
• x4 = M = trp mRNA (either attenuated or not)
• x5 = R = the TrpR repressor protein is activated
• x6 = T = tRNA is charged
• x7 = W = synthesized tryptophan (high levels)
• x8 = Wm = synthesized tryptophan (at least medium levels).

The Boolean variables L, M , R, and T should be thought of as a particular probability
of being high or low. For example, as the concentration of charged trp tRNA increases,
so does the probability that a given trp mRNA strand will become attenuated, and thus
unable to translate the operon’s gene products. Saying that “charged tRNA levels are
low” is equivalent to saying that the probability of a given tRNA molecule being charged
is low. In this case, the probability of the 3-4 loop forming (and mRNA being attenuated)
is low. In contrast, we will say that “charged tRNA levels are high” if the probability of a
given tRNA molecule being charged is high, and this causes the probability of the 3-4 loop
forming, and hence a given mRNA strand being attenuated, to be close to 1.

Probabilities are preferred because even under high levels of tryptophan, an activated
repressor protein could occasionally fall off of the operator region, leading to the initiation
of transcription, and the translation of the proteins that the trp mRNA codes for. In other
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words, the probability of the repressor protein being bound to the operon at any point in
time is always strictly less than 1, and this leads to basal levels of mRNA and the operon’s
gene products.

Unlike the parameters, which do not change over the course of the model, the states of our
variables can change based on the states of the other variables and parameters. As such,
we need to propose Boolean functions for them that represent how they interact with each
other, and these are described below. The symbols ∧ and ∨ denote logical AND and OR,
respectively, and a bar over a variable denotes NOT. If X is a variable, then we will denote
its “update function,” that sends X(t) to X(t + 1), as fX . For example, fX = Y ∧ Z is

short for X(t + 1) = Y (t) ∧ Z(t), i.e., X will be 1 at the next time-step if and only if, at
the current time-step, Y = 1 and Z = 0. The Boolean functions of our trp model are listed
below.

• The anthranilate synthase enzyme complex will form from the translated proteins
TrpE and TrpD and be maintained at high levels if trp mRNA is present and not
attenuated. Thus, the Boolean function is fE = M ∧ L.
• There will be at least medium levels of anthranilate synthase if trp mRNA is avail-

able to be translated, or if there were high levels of it at the previous time step.
Thus, the Boolean function is fEm = M ∨ E.
• If mRNA is transcribed and there are sufficiently high levels of charged tRNA, then

there is a high probability of the 3-4 hairpin loop forming, causing trp mRNA to
be attenuated. The Boolean function is fL = M ∧ T .
• There is a high probability of transcription of trp mRNA if the repressor protein is

inactivated. The Boolean function is fM = R.
• If there are high levels of tryptophan in the cell, then there is a high probability that

a given molecule of the repressor protein will be bound to tryptophan, activating
it so it is capable of blocking transcription. Under medium levels of tryptophan,
attenuation is relieved later than repression, and so tryptophan is more likely to
be found in charged tRNA than to be bound to the repressor protein [31]. Note
that the tryptophan is bound to the tRNA with covalent bonds while binding
of tryptophan to the repressor is due to weaker, non-covalent bonds, so that the
tryptophan will dissociate from the repressor as the intracellular concentration
of tryptophan decreases. The Boolean function for the repressor protein is thus
fR = W ∨ ωi.
• Charged tRNA will be available if there is some tryptophan present. The Boolean

function is thus fT = ωim ∨Wm.
• There will be high levels of tryptophan synthesized if trp mRNA is being transcribed

without any attenuation. The Boolean function is fW = M ∧ L.
• There will be some synthesized tryptophan in the cell if trp mRNA is present, or if

there were high levels of synthesized tryptophan in the previous time step, because
in just one timestep, it will not completely degrade or be utilized for other cellular
processes. The Boolean function is thus fWm = M ∨W .
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The relationship between the variables of the model can be encoded by a directed graph
called the wiring diagram, sometimes called the interaction or dependency graph, among
others. The variables and parameters are represented as nodes, and an edge from A to
B means that the state of B is influenced by A. That is, the variable A appears in the
function fB. If one wants to distinguish between a positive interaction, like an activation
or transcription factor, and a negative interaction, like an inhibition or repression, then
signed edges can be used. There are numerous ways this can be done; we will use regular
arrowheads for activations and circular arrowheads for inhibitions. A “reduced” wiring
diagram of our model is shown in Figure 3. Here, rather than having one node for each
parameter and variable, we use one node for each molecular species, and collapse variables
representing high and medium levels of the same molecule into a single node. Additionally,
we represent intracellular tryptophan, whether it is a parameter or variable, with a single
node. Notice that there are negative feedback loops (i.e., a feedback loop with an odd
number of negative edges) consisting of {R,M,W} as well as {T, L,W}, and a positive
feedback loop consisting of {M,L,W,R}.

E

L M

T W R

fE = M ∧ L
fEm = M ∨ E
fL = M ∧ T
fM = R

fR = W ∨ ωi

fT = Wm ∨ ωim

fW = M ∧ L
fWm = M ∨W

Figure 3. Our Boolean model of the trp operon and its wiring diagram.
The pairs of variables representing high and medium levels (e.g., E and
Em) have been collapsed into one node each, as have the variables and
parameters for tryptophan.

3.2. Dynamics of the trp Boolean model. As we have defined it, our Boolean model
consists of eight functions based solely on the local interactions of the entities represented
by the variables. Nowhere in the model have we specified any way to update the functions
to generate dynamics. Every update scheme is going to be artificial, some more than
others. However, certain salient features of a system are robust enough that they should
be able to be captured even under manufactured dynamics. An example of this are the
fixed points, which do not depend on whether the functions are updated synchronously
or one of the many ways to update them asynchronously. We consider the dynamics of
various update schemes to be part of the model validation process, rather than the model
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itself. If observed dynamical features agree with what we expect to see biologicaly, then
this provides strong evidence that our model has value.

A standard way to update the functions of a Boolean model is synchronously, at regular
discrete time steps. This generates a function

f : F8
2 −→ F8

2, f : x 7−→ (f1(x), . . . , f8(x)),

where F2 = {0, 1}, and x = (x1, . . . , x8) ∈ F8
2 is a global state, sometimes written as a binary

string x = x1x2 · · ·x8 for brevity. The phase space of our Boolean model has 28 = 256
nodes, and every state will eventually end up in a periodic cycle or a fixed point. The set
of states that feed into a periodic cycle is called a basin of attraction. Naturally, such a
synchronous update is undoubtedly artificial, and very little, if anything, can be deduced
from the individual transitions. However, one of the most important features of a model is
its long-term behavior, such as its fixed points, and these should be accurately represented.

We will now turn our attention to analyzing the long-term behavior of our Boolean model
of the trp operon, to verify that it makes sense biologically. We need to do this for all three
choices of parameters, (ωi, ωim) = (1, 1), (0, 1), and (0, 0). We will refer to these as the
parameter vector. In general, a Boolean model might have multiple connected components,
and the limit cycle or fixed point reached can depend on the initial state. We should not
expect such sensitivity in our Boolean model. Instead, there should be a unique fixed point
reached that depends only on the parameter vector: if tryptophan levels are high, then the
operon should remain off. If tryptophan levels are low or moderate, then the operon should
remain on. Since our model only has 8 nodes, it is small enough to simulate completely,
and we did this with the BoolNet package [17] in the statistical programming language of
R. This package is freely available, well-documented, and easy to use. For each choice of
parameter vector, we write the logical functions to a text file. The first line of this file
must be “targets, factor”, and then the remaining lines contain the functions. As an
example, the function “f(E) = M ∧ L” is encoded with the line E, M & !L. If the file for
(ωi, ωim) = (0, 0) is named trp00.txt, then running the following commands in R will
return the attractors under a synchronous update, plot the phase space (or state space)
graph, and find the attractors in the asynchronous automaton, which we will describe soon.

install.packages("BoolNet")

library(BoolNet)

trpNetwork00 <- loadNetwork("trp00.txt")

getAttractors(trpNetwork00)

plotStateGraph(getAttractors(trpNetwork00))

getAttractors(trpNetwork00,type="asynchronous",startStates=256)

Under high levels of tryptophan, i.e., (ωi, ωim) = (1, 1), there is only one basin of attraction,
and every state leads into the fixed point x∗= x1x2 · · ·x8 = 00001100. Let’s briefly justify
why this makes sense biologically. If tryptophan levels are high, then it will bind to the
repressor protein, activating it so it can bind to the operator region. As such, trp mRNA
will not be transcribed, so the proteins of the operon (TrpE, TrpD, etc.) will not be
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produced, and additional tryptophan will not be synthesized. In other words, R = T = 1,
and all other variables should be 0. The phase space of the model is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Phase space graph of the trp operon model with high trypto-
phan, (ωi, ωim) = (1, 1). All of the initial states end up at the fixed point
that we should expect biologically.

The dynamics are a little more complicated for the other two parameter vectors, and
initially, they appear potentially problematic. Let’s first consider the case when there is
some preexisting tryptophan present i.e., (ωi, ωim) = (0, 1). At such medium levels, more
of the available tryptophan will be bound to tRNA than to the repressor, as shown by
Yanofsky, Kelley and Horn [31]. Therefore, in this case, there will be an elevated probability
of tRNA molecules being charged, but a lower probability of the repressor being bound to
tryptophan. This will result in trp mRNA being transcribed, but sometimes attenuated,
and so anthranilate synthase will be synthesized, but not at the highest levels. Similarly,
tryptophan will be synthesized, but also at medium levels. This would be described by the
fixed point x∗ = 01110101, where E = W = 0 means these molecules are not present at
high levels, and R = 0 because the repressor protein is not activated.

This fixed point is indeed observed in the phase space, but it is only in a basin of attraction
of size 8. In other words, only 3.1% of the global states lead into this fixed point. Another
basin with 112 states contains the 2-cycle 01011101←→ 11100111, and the remaining 140
states are in a basin that ends up in the 6-cycle, defined by

00010000 −→ 11010011 −→ 11011111 −→ 11101111 −→ 01001101 −→ 00000100.
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These long cycles do not make sense biologically, and we will return to address them shorty,
after discussing the case of low tryptophan, which is similar.

Under extreme tryptophan starvation, (ωi, ωim) = (0, 0), the repressor protein remains
unbound to tryptophan, and therefore, not able to block transcription. Transcription
will begin, and tryptophan is not available to charge tRNA, and so the probability that
trp mRNA will be attenuated is very low. However, as the gene products are translated
and tryptophan is synthesized, these molecules will charge tRNA, thereby increasing the
likelihood of mRNA attenuation. As a result, the operon will remain on, but due to the
nonzero probability of attenuation, both the anthranilate synthase enzyme and tryptophan
will settle down to an equilibrium level below what they may have briefly appeared where
there was no trypotophan in the environment. This also agrees with the same fixed point
x∗ = 01110101 observed under medium levels of tryptophan. This global state is indeed
a fixed point in the phase space, but this time, it is contained in a basin of attraction of
size 4. The same 2-cycle 01011101 ←→ 11100111 exists, but in a basin of size 56. The
remaining 192 states are in a basin with a 4-cycle defined by

00010100 −→ 11110111 −→ 01111101 −→ 01100101.

The phase spaces of our Boolean model under these last two parameter vectors is shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The three components on the left make up the phase space of
our trp operon model with low tryptophan, (ωi, ωim) = (0, 0). On the right
is the phase space with medium tryptophan, (ωi, ωim) = (0, 1). In both
cases, the (blue) fixed point is what we should expect biologically.

The good news thus far is that for all three parameter vectors (ωi, ωim) the phase space
of our Boolean model updated synchronously has a unique fixed point, and the one that
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we expect to see. The concern is that there are two other limit cycles in large basins
that cannot be explained biologically. Fortunately, in both cases, when then functions
are updated asynchronously, these limit cycles disappear, and every initial state ends up
at the correct fixed point. To elaborate on what we mean by this, every Boolean model
(f1, . . . , fn) has an asynchronous automaton which describes all possible state transitions
that result by updating one function at a time. Formally, this is a directed graph with
vertex set Fn

2 , and n directed edges from each x ∈ Fn
2 . Specifically, for for each i = 1 . . . n,

there is a transition from x = (x1, . . . , xn) to

(x1, . . . , xi, fi(x), xi+1, . . . , xn)

that describes the result of updating the ith function from x. Naturally, many of these
edges are self-loops and can be ignored because they do not affect the long-term behavior.
Consider a Boolean model where the functions are being updated randomly and asyn-
chronously from a fixed global state x ∈ Fn

2 . This defines a walk on the asynchronous
automaton, and with probability 1, this will end up in a strongly connected component,
called an attractor, from which it can never leave. Attractors of size 1 are just the fixed
points, and it is easy to see that these are precisely the same fixed points that exist in the
synchronous phase space. Unlike the longer limit cycles in the synchronous phase space,
longer attractors need not just be simple cycles. There can be more attractors in the asy-
chronous automaton than in the synchronous phase space, or fewer. In our case, under
both parameter vectors (ωi, ωim) = (0, 1) and (0, 0), the three connected components of the
synchronous phase space merge into a single component with a unique strongly connected
component – its fixed point. This is easily verified using the BoolNet package in R, though
unlike the synchronous phase space, there is not an easy way to visualize the asynchronous
automaton. In other words, if we relax the unnatural condition that the Boolean functions
are updated synchronously, then all global states will end up at the unique fixed point that
we expect to see biologically. We say that the longer limit cycles are an artifact of syn-
chrony, rather than inherent to the model. In retrospect, it was not necessary to compute
the synchronous phase space in this process, but it is nonetheless an interesting observation
to see the difference in dynamics between a synchronous and asynchronous update, and we
will return to this topic at the end of this paper. Interestingly, the Boolean model of the
arabinose operon also exhibited longer limit cycles that disappeared under an asynchronous
update [9], whereas the Boolean model of the lactose operon from [29] did not have any
longer limit cycles under a synchronous update. In [9], this was partially attributed to the
fact that the lac operon utilizes a form of repression called inducer exclusion by glucose,
whereas the ara operon does not. The summary of the fixed points of our Boolean model
of the trp operon is shown in Table 2.

4. A Boolean model of the tna operon

4.1. Model proposal and justification. In this section, we will propose a Boolean model
of the tna operon. This time, extracellular tryptophan will be a parameter, and intracellular
tryptophan a variable. Our model, like the ODE model in [19], will end up having two fixed
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Tryptophan Parameter vector Fixed point Operon
concentration (ωi, ωim) (E,Em, L,M,R, T,W,Wm) state

high (1, 1) (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0) OFF
medium (0, 1) (0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1) ON

low (0, 0) (0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1) ON

Table 2. Parameter vectors of our trp operon Boolean model, and the
corresponding fixed points.

points under medium levels of tryptophan and the absence of glucose, providing further
evidence for the operon’s hypothesized bistability. This also provides a third example, along
with published Boolean models of the lac [29] and ara operons [9], of how a coarse-grained
Boolean model can capture a fundamental biological phenomenon such as bistability.

The variables in our model represent tna mRNA, the Rho termination protein, the products
TnaA (tryptophanase) and TnaB (tryptophan permease) of the operon’s two structural
genes, the cAMP–CAP protein complex that ensures that transcription only begins in the
absense of glucose, and intracellular tryptophan. Since bistability is characterized by having
two stable steady states under medium levels of the inducer, our model needs to be able to
incorporate three concentration levels of tryptophan: low, medium, and high. We will do
this just like we did for the trp operon, by using two Boolean variables for tryptophan, W
and Wm, to represent high concentration and (at least) medium concentration, respectively.
Our proposed Boolean model of the tna operon consists of the following seven variables.

• x1 = A = TnaA enzyme (tryptophanse) that metabolizes tryptophan
• x2 = B = TnaB permease, the primary tryptophan transporter
• x3 = C = cAMP–CAP protein complex that initiates transcription
• x4 = M = tna mRNA
• x5 = P = the tnaC leader sequence is bound to the Rho protein
• x6 = W = intracellular tryptophan (elevated levels)
• x7 = Wm = intracellular tryptophan.

As we did with the trp operon, we chose these variables because the concentrations of
the molecules they represent can change rapidly. For most of these, a value of 0 means
low concentration and 1 means high concentration, or at least, significantly above basal
levels. The exception, other than W and Wm, which we already discussed, is the Rho
protein, which we will assume is always present. The value P = 1 represents a very high
(approximately 1) probability of Rho molecules being bound to the tnaC leader sequence,
and therefore mRNA should almost always terminate early, upstream of the structural
genes. In contrast, P = 0 represents a much wider range of possibilities, in all of which the
tnaC leader sequence can be sometimes found unbound to Rho. As an analogy, imagine
that the Rho protein is a water sealant for a room that contains papers and electronics.
It is successful at keeping things dry if it is 100% effective, or close to it, in which case we
say that P = 1. If it leaks, whether it lets in 15% or 85% of the water, then the contents
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will be destroyed, and we say P = 0. Going back to the Rho protein, if the tnaC leader
sequence can be sometimes found unbound to Rho, whether with probability 0.15 or 0.85,
then some mRNA will be transcribed, and concentrations of it and the gene products will
be above basal levels.

Unlike the quantities represented by the variables, the concentrations of extracellular tryp-
tophan and glucose, both which are involved in the tna operon, change on a much larger
timescale. We will treat concentrations of these molecules as constants, and represent them
as parameters in the model. Once again, we will use Greek letters to denote them, and
they are the following.

• γ = glucose
• ωe = extracellular tryptophan (high levels)
• ωem = extracellular tryptophan (at least medium levels)

We will make the blanket assumption that at least one glucose permease is available. In
other words, if glucose is available in the medium, then it will be transported into the
cell. We will also assume that the permeases Mtr and AroP are available to transport
tryptophan into the cell, but TnaB is needed to maximize tryptophan content because
it is the primary tryptophan transporter [7]. For each of the seven variables above, we
need to propose a Boolean function that represents how its state is influenced by the other
variables and parameters.

• Tryptophanase (TnaA) is coded for by one of the two structural genes of the tna
operon, so it will only be translated if tna mRNA is transcribed. Additionally,
glucose causes the expression level of the tnaA gene to rapidly decrease, using
both transcriptional and post-translational mechanisms. Therefore, the Boolean
function for this is fA = M ∧ γ.
• The TnaB permease is coded for by the second structural gene of the tna operon.

It will also be translated if tna mRNA is transcribed, so its function is fB = M .
• Glucose reduces the levels of cAMP, which in turn prevents the formation of the

cAMP–CAP protein complex, which is needed for transcription to initiate. The
Boolean function for the cAMP-CAP complex is thus fC = γ.
• For tna mRNA to be expressed, the cAMP-CAP protein complex must be available,

and the tnaC leader sequence must be at times unbound to the Rho repressor
protein. The Boolean function is thus fM = C ∧ P .
• The probability of finding Rho repressor protein molecules bound to the tnaC leader

sequence is close to 1 if tryptophan is not present. Therefore, its Boolean function
is fP = W ∧Wm.
• Tryptophan will be present inside the cell at elevated levels if extracellular trypto-

phan is available, and the TnaB permease is available to transport it. The Boolean
function is thus fW = ωe ∧B.
• There are three ways that there can be at least some tryptophan available in the cell.

First, there can be some tryptophan outside of the cell and availability of the TnaB
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permease. Alternatively, there can be high levels of tryptophan outside the cell.
Even under basal levels of the TnaB protein, some of it will be transported into the
cell by the Mtr and AroP permeases. Finally, if there are already elevated levels of
tryptophan inside the cell, then we may assume that it will not completely degrade
or be utilized by other cellular functions by the next time-step. The Boolean
function for Wm is thus fWm = (ωem ∧B) ∨ ωe ∨W .

A wiring diagram of our model of the tna operon is shown in Figure 6. Once again, we
collapse variables representing high and medium levels of the same quantity into a single
node. The shaded region represents the cell. The parameters for extracellular tryptophan
and glucose are boxed, as to distinguish them from variables, which are circled. The
node for glucose is on the boundary of the cell, because of our blanket assumption that
a glucose permease is available. In other words, if glucose is present, it will be found
both in the medium, as well as inside of the cell. We included a dashed edge from A to
W because even though TnaA metabolizes tryptophan, this effect is overshadowed by the
presence of extracellular tryptophan entering the cell. Specifically, if tryptophan levels are
high, and TnaB is available, then even if tryptophanse is around to metabolize it, more
will enter the cell and replace what was consumed. Similarly, if there are only mid-range
levels of tryptophan in the cell, then for it to persist, more extracellular tryptophan must
enter the cell, regardless of how much is metabolized by TnaA. In other words, A does
not explicitly appear in the functions fW or fWm , but it does play a fine-tuning role in
reducing tryptophan levels.

Notice how this wiring diagram has a positive feedback loop {M,B,W,P}, and a negative
feedback loop {M,A,W,P} if the dashed edge is included. A general rule of thumb in
systems biology is that positive feedback loops are needed for multistability (multiple
steady states), and negative feedback loops are needed for longer limit cycles [28]. Though
this does not confirm that there is bistability, it is nonetheless something that we should
expect.

4.2. Dynamics of the tna model. As we did with the trp operon, we used the BoolNet
package in R to simulate the dynamics of our tna Boolean model under both a synchronous
and asynchronous update. This time, there are three parameters, and the system needs to
be analyzed separately for all possible combinations of the parameter vector (γ, ωe, ωem) ∈
F3
2, except for the two where ωe = 1 and ωem = 0, because they are biologically meaningless.

This leaves six cases, and we will begin with the three that describe the cell under the
presence of glucose. In all of these cases, the operon should be off, so most variables will
be zero. If extracellular tryptophan is high, i.e., (γ, ωe, ωem) = (1, 1, 1), then the Mtr and
AroP permeases will bring some tryptophan into the cell, but the levels will not be as
elevated as if the primary transporter TnaB is available. It thus makes sense to expect to
have Wm = 1 in the long term. All other variables should be zero, leading to the fixed
point x∗ = x1x2 · · ·x7 = 0000001. For the other two parameter vectors with γ = 1, not
enough tryptophan will enter the cell to cause the Rho protein to detach from the tnaC
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W

A P B

C M

ωe

γ

fA = M ∧ γ
fB = M

fC = γ

fM = C ∧ P
fP = W ∧Wm

fW = ωe ∧B
fWm = (ωem ∧B) ∨ ωe ∨W

Figure 6. Our Boolean model of the tna operon and its wiring diagram.
The pairs of variables representing high and medium levels (e.g., E and
Em) have been collapsed into one node each, as have the variables and
parameters for tryptophan.

leader sequence. Therefore, all variables should be zero except for P = 1, which describes
the fixed point x∗= 0000100.

In all three of the cases with γ = 1, the dynamics that result from our Boolean functions
updated synchronously have a unique basin of attraction containing precisely the fixed
point that we expect to see, described above. The phase space graphs, as rendered by
BoolNet, are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Phase spaces of our tna operon Boolean model with glucose:
γ = 1. From left to right are the cases where external tryptophan is low,
medium and high. That is, (ωe, ωem) = (0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1). In all three
cases, the (blue) fixed point is what we should expect biologically.

Next, let’s consider the cases when glucose, the cell’s preferred carbon source, is not avail-
able. Starting with the parameter vector (γ, ωe, ωem) = (0, 0, 0), it makes sense that the
corresponding fixed point describes the operon being off, since no tryptophan is available
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to be metabolized. Naturally, C = 1 because the cAMP-CAP protein complex will be
present in the absence of glucose, and P = 1 because there is a high probability of the Rho
protein being bound to the tnaC leader sequence, causing termination of transcription.
This is described by the fixed point x∗= 0010100.

When the parameter vector is (γ, ωe, ωem) = (0, 1, 1), there is no glucose and high levels of
tryptophan, and so the operon should be on. Once again, the absence of glucose explains the
presence of the cAMP-CAP protein complex (C = 1). The presence of the gene products
is guaranteed by A = B = 1, translated from tna mRNA (M = 1), which is transcribed
because the tnaC leader sequence is most likely to be found unbound to the Rho protein
(P = 0). Naturally, there will be high levels of tryptophan, and so W = Wm = 1. In other
words, this is described by the fixed point x∗= 1111011.

In both of the aforementioned cases, our Boolean models updated synchronously defines a
phase space with a unique basin of attraction leading into the fixed point that we expect.
Figure 8 shows the dynamics as rendered by BoolNet.

Figure 8. Phase spaces of our tna operon Boolean model with no glucose:
γ = 0. At left is the case of low external tryptophan, (ωe, ωem = (0, 0),
and at right is high tryptophan, (ωe, ωem = (0, 0). In both cases, the (blue)
fixed point is what we should expect biologically.

Finally, let’s turn to the parameter vector (γ, ωe, ωem) = (0, 0, 1), of medium levels of
external tryptophan in the absence of glucose. Unlike the other five cases of the parameter
vector, the synchronous dynamics has more than one basin of attraction – there are actually
six. The smallest has just six nodes, leading into the fixed point x∗= 0010100. There is
another fixed point, x∗ = 1111001, which is contained in a basin with 10 nodes. The 2-
cycle 1110000←→ 0011101 is contained in a basin of 8 states, and the last three basins all
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contain 4-cycles. Specifically, the three 4-cycles

0010000 −→ 0011100 −→ 1110100 −→ 0010101

0011000 −→ 1111100 −→ 1110101 −→ 0010001

1111000 −→ 1111101 −→ 1110000 −→ 0011001

are contained in basins of 20, 40, and 44 states, respectively. The phase space is shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9. The phase space graph of the tna operon model with medium
tryptophan and no glucose, (ωe, ωem, γ) = (0, 1, 0).

All four of these longer limit cycles are artifacts of synchrony, because they disappear in
the asynchronous automaton, whose only two attractors are the fixed points described
above. A medium range of tryptophan in the absense of glucose is where bistability might
arise. Let’s take a closer look into each of our fixed points, separately. The first one,
x∗= 0010100, represents the scenario when the cAMP-CAP protein is present, and there
is a high likelihood of the Rho protein being bound to the tnaC leader sequence. The
operon should be off under these conditions due to the termination caused by the Rho
protein. Indeed, all other variables are zero. For the second fixed point, x∗ = 1111001,
all genes products are present, and so the operon is on. The variable P = 0 is expected
because the Rho protein should not terminate transcription, andW = 0 is expected because
tryptophan levels are only moderate, rather than high. In other words, under medium
levels of tryptophan, it is possible for the tna operon to be either induced or uninduced.
This “bistable range” depends on both extracellular glucose and tryptophan levels, and
the experimental results estimating this range is shown in [19, Figure 9]. Of course, our
Boolean model is not capable of quantifying this range; only in demonstrating that it
is theoretically possible, using a much different framework than that of [19]. This gives
further mathematical evidence that the tna operon can exhibit bistability.

Table 3 summarizes the fixed points reached from all six possible parameter vectors, and
the corresponding state of the operon. In each case, the fixed point(s) reached is exactly
what we expect, and furthermore, our model is able to predict the operon’s bistability.
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Parameter vector Fixed point(s) Operon
(γ, ωe, ωem) (A,B,C,M,P,W,Wm) state

(1, 1, 1) (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1) OFF
(1, 0, 0) (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0) OFF
(1, 0, 1) (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0) OFF
(0, 1, 1) (1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1) ON
(0, 0, 0) (0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0) OFF
(0, 0, 1) (0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0) OFF

(1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1) ON

Table 3. Fixed points of the tna operon for each of the six parameter
vectors.

5. A coupled model of the trp and tna operons

5.1. Model proposal and justification. In the previous two sections, we modeled the trp
and tna operons individually. In both cases, the fixed points match what we would expect
biologically. This provides evidence that our models are capturing the basic biological
functions, and corroborates the tna operon’s hypothesized bistability. That said, these
operons do not exist independently of each other. For example, in our second model, if
there is no glucose or extracellular tryptophan, then the tna operon should be off. However,
as tryptophan is an essential amino acid to all living organisms, any cell that does not have
access to it will die. Rather than an E. coli cell being stuck in the unique fixed point
reached when (γ, ωi, ωim) = (0, 0, 0) and dying, its trp operon should kick on and drive the
system toward homeostasis. In other words, we should never observe a fixed point with
W = Wm = 0 in a living cell. In this section, we will incorporate the key features of the trp
and tna operons into a single Boolean model of the transport, synthesis, and metabolism
of tryptophan in in E. coli.

Our large model will have the same three parameters as the tna model did: γ denoting
glucose, ωe for high levels of extracellular tryptophan, and ωem representing at least medium
levels of extracellular tryptophan. Once again, we will assume that a glucose permease is
always available. We will also assume in the absence of glucose, the other carbon sources
preferred above tryptophan are collectively insufficient. In other words, if glucose is not
available, then tryptophan should be metabolized.

We will retain the same Roman letters for the variables as we did in the previous sections,
except that we have to distinguish the different messenger RNAs. We will use M1 to denote
trp mRNA and M2 to denote tna mRNA. Our thirteen variables are listed below.

x1 = A: TnaA protein (tryptophanase)
x2 = B: TnaB permease
x3 = C: cAMP-CAP protein complex

x4 = E: anthranilate synthase (high)
x5 = Em: anthranilate synthase (med)
x6 = L: 3-4 loop (attenuation)
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x7 = M1: trp mRNA
x8 = M2: tna mRNA
x9 = P : Rho termination protein
x10 = R: activated TrpR repressor protein

x11 = T : charged tRNA
x12 = W : intracellular tryptophan (high)
x13 = Wm: intracellular tryptophan

(med).

One key difference in our large coupled model is the role of tryptophan: we have parameters
for extracellular levels and variables for intracellular levels. Variables x1, . . . , x8 have local
functions that do not involve tryptophan, and so we will retain the same functions in this
model as we did for the trp and tna operons. However, for the remaining five variables,
x9, . . . , x13, we need to propose new functions, which we will do below.

• There is a near certainty of finding the Rho termination protein bound to the tnaC
leader sequence if intracellular tryptophan is not present. Therefore, its Boolean
function is fP = W ∧Wm.
• There will be sufficiently many activated repressor protein molecules in the cell to

block transcription if there are high levels of tryptophan in the cell. The Boolean
function is thus fR = W .
• Charged tRNA molecules will be available if there is some tryptophan present in

the cell. The Boolean function is thus fT = Wm.
• There are two ways that there can be high levels of tryptophan in the cell: (i) trp

mRNA is present and not attenuated, and there are not high levels of tryptophanse
(TnaA) to metabolize it, (ii) there are high levels of extracellular tryptophan and
the TnaB permease available to transport it.
• There are four ways that there can be at least medium levels of intracellular tryp-

tophan: (i) trp mRNA is present, (ii) there are already high levels of intracellular
tryptophan, which will not fully degrade or be utilized for other cellular functions
right away, (iii) there is some extracellular tryptophan, and the TnaB permease is
available to transport it, or (iv) there are high levels of extracellular tryptophan,
some of which will get brought into the cell by the Mtr or AroP permeases. The
Boolean function is thus fWm = M1 ∨W ∨ (B ∧ ωem) ∨ ωe.

A wiring diagram of our coupled model is shown in Figure 10. As in the previous sections,
the cell is shaded, variables are represented by circles and parameters by squares, and those
representing multiple levels of the same molecular species are collapsed into a single node.
Notice how the trp and tna operons are fairly separate, linked together by intracellular
tryptophan in the middle, which one operon produces and the other consumes.

5.2. Dynamics of the coupled model. The phase space of our Boolean model has
213 = 8192 nodes, which is still very manageable for BoolNet to compute, and even to
qualitatively visualize. We need to consider six cases separately: either glucose is present
or absent, and then extracellular tryptophan levels can be high, medium, or low. In every
case, there is a unique fixed point, shown in Figure 4. For three of these cases, there are also
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E

L M1

T R

W

A P B

C M2

ωe

γ

trp

tna

fA = M2 ∧ γ
fB = M2

fC = γ

fE = M1 ∧ L
fEm = M1 ∨ E
fL = M1 ∧ T
fM1 = R

fM2 = C ∧ P
fP = W ∧Wm

fR = W

fT = Wm

fW = [(M1 ∧ L) ∧A] ∨ (ωe ∧B)

fWm = M1 ∨W ∨ ωe ∨ (ωem ∧B)

Figure 10. Our Boolean model of the tna and trp operons and its wiring
diagram. Once again, the cells is shaded, variables are denoted by circles,
parameters by squares, and pairs of variables representing high and medium
levels have been collapsed into single nodes.

longer limit cycles under a synchronous update, but these disappear in the asynchronous
automaton.

Parameter vector Fixed point trp tna
(γ, ωe, ωem) (A, B, C, E, Em, L,M1,M2, P, R, T, W, Wm) operon operon

(1, 1, 1) (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1) ON OFF
(1, 0, 0) (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1) ON OFF
(1, 0, 1) (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1) ON OFF
(0, 1, 1) (1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1) OFF ON
(0, 0, 0) (1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1) ON ON
(0, 0, 1) (1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1) ON ON

Table 4. The fixed points corresponding to the six parameter vectors in
our coupled model.

One observation from Table 4 is that in all six cases, the trp operon is on, but not at
the highest levels, because W = 0 and Wm = 1. Another observation is that the fixed
points are all the same if glucose is available. It turns out that these cases have the most
interesting dynamics, and also exhibit artifacts of synchrony, which we will discuss below.
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Let’s begin by analyzing the three parameter vectors that represent glucose being unavail-
able (γ = 0). In all of these, the phase space consists of a single basin of attraction with
the fixed point listed in Table 4. These phase spaces are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Phase spaces of our tna operon Boolean model in the absence
of glucose: γ = 0. From left to right are the cases where external tryptophan
is low, medium and high. That is, (ωe, ωem) = (0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1). In
all three cases, the (blue) fixed point is what we should expect biologically.

Now, we will explain the fixed points biologically. Tryptophan will have to be available for
the cell to survive, whether it is brought into the cell via permeases or synthesized by the
trp operon. In either case, the tna operon needs to turn itself on to utilize tryptophan as a
carbon source. Indeed, for all three possibilities for (ωe, ωem), there is a unique fixed point
with A = B = C = M2 = 1.

If there are high levels of extracellular tryptophan (ωe = ωem = 1), then the TnaB, AroP
and Mtr permeases will transport it into the cell, and the trp operon will remain off, which
agrees with M1 = 0 and E = Em = 0 in the corresponding fixed point from Table 4.
The tryptophan will charge tRNA (T = 1) and since the tna operon will not metabolize
tryptophan, high levels will be maintained inside the cell.

If there is no tryptophan outside of the cell (ωe = ωem = 0), then the trp operon will
need to synthesize it. The tna operon will metabolize some of it, reducing its levels but
not eliminating it (W = 0, Wm = 1), and still charging tRNA (T = 1). The tna operon
remains on, which agrees with A = B = C = M2 in the fixed point. In the long term, the
trp operon also remains on, and the tryptophan it produces will elevate the probability
of the 3-4 hairpin loop forming on the mRNA strand, causing attenuation. Note that a
value of L = 1 does not distinguish between such a probability being 20% or 98%, so in
this case we have to use our judgement to reason why it should be close to 1. While this
is a limitation of a coarse-grained Boolean model such as ours, it should not be seen as an
impediment for the utility of one.

Finally, the case when there are moderate levels of tryptophan outside of the cell (ωe = 0,
ωem = 1) leads to the same fixed point. This is reasonable, because in either case, the
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trp operon needs to synthesize some tryptophan, because the cell needs to utilize it as a
carbon source, which it does with the tna operon. In other words, the difference between
(ωe, ωem) = (0, 0) and (0, 1) does not affect the long-term behavior.

Now, we need to analyze the three parameter vectors that represent glucose being available
(γ = 1). In all of these, we expect the tna operon should be off, since glucose will inhibit
the cAMP-CAP protein complex. Indeed, we see that A = B = M2 = 0 in the fixed point
in Figure 4. This means that the TnaB permease will not be translated, and so even if there
are high levels of tryptophan outside of the cell, there will not be high levels inside of the
cell. As a result, the trp operon will be utilized to synthesize extra tryptophan. However,
since it is not needed as a carbon source, it will not be produced at the highest levels.
Excess tryptophan is more likely to charge tRNA than to bind to the repressor protein.
As it result, it will elevate the probability of transcribed mRNA being attenuated, but not
bind to sufficiently many repressor protein molecules to completely block transcription.
This results in a fixed point of M1 = L = 1 and R = 0, and moderate levels of tryptophan:
W = 0 and Wm = 1. The phase spaces for all three cases of glucose are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Phase spaces of our coupled operon Boolean model with glu-
cose: γ = 1. From left to right are the cases where external tryptophan is
low, medium and high. That is, (ωe, ωem) = (0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1). In all
three cases, the (blue) fixed point is what we should expect biologically.

For all three cases shown in Figure 12, the phase space consists of three connected com-
ponents, and the smallest one has the same fixed point, described above and in Table 4.
When tryptophan is high, i.e., (γ, ωe, ωem) = (1, 1, 1), then the basin of attraction contain-
ing this fixed point has only 36 states, or 0.44% of the entire phase space. For higher levels
of tryptophan, this basin has 192 states.

All three phase spaces also have a basin of attraction with the 2-cycle 0000101001101←→
0001110000111. If tryptophan is low, then this has size 3840. For medium levels, it has
5344 states, and for high levels, it has 1796 states. Finally, when tryptophan levels are
high, the third attractor is a 4-cycle defined by

0000110000101 −→ 0000001000101 −→ 0001111000111 −→ 0000111001101,
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sitting in a basin of size 6360. For lower levels of tryptophan, this attractor is the 6-cycle

0000001000000 −→ 0001101000011 −→ 0001101001111 −→
−→ 0001110001111 −→ 0000100001101 −→ 0000000000100.

This attractor is contained in a basin with 2656 states under medium tryptophan levels,
and 4160 states under low levels. All of these longer attractors are artifacts of synchrony,
as they disappear under an asynchronous update. That is, in all three cases, the asyn-
chronous automaton has a unique strongly connected component, which is the fixed point
shown in Table 4. This is easily verified in the BoolNet package of R using the commands
described in Section 3.2, modified accordingly, such as replacing “startStates=256” with
“startStates=8192”.

We will finish this section with a remark about the curious observation that P = 0 in all
six fixed points, and why this does not contradict the fact that tna mRNA is transcribed
in some cases and not in others. There are two reasons for this. First, the value of P = 1
describes the situation when the probability of the tnaC leader sequence being bound to
the Rho termination protein is near 1, and this only happens is tryptophan is truly absent.
Recall the analogy of a water sealant; P = 0 can describe the probability being high but
less than 1 – i.e., there is some tryptophan in the cell, which there should always be if we
have functioning trp and tna operons to produce and/or transport it. If the tna operon is
on, as it is in the last three fixed points in Table 4, then the probability of the repressor
protein being bound to the tnaC leader sequence should be low, and then is no problem
here. In contrast, the tna operon is off in the first three fixed points, despite P = 0.
However, glucose is present in all of these, and it inhibits the cAMP-CAP protein complex,
which is required for transcription to initiate. In other words, even if the Rho protein is
detached from the tnaC leader sequence for some of the time, the tna operon will remain
off.

6. Concluding remarks

We will close this paper with a brief summary of this project, and some general questions
about the “artifacts of synchrony,” such as characterizing when they occur, and detecting
them algebraically.

6.1. Summary. In this paper, we developed a Boolean model for the trp operon in E. coli,
one of the most well-known in molecular biology, arguably only second to the lac operon.
As far as we know, our trp operon model is the first Boolean model of a repressible operon.
We also developed a Boolean model of the tna operon, which was recently modeled with a
system of ODEs that had two stable fixed points under a range of parameters for medium
levels of tryptophan. Our model also supports the theory that this operon can exhibit
bistability. Finally, we put our two models together to get a 13-variable model of the
synthesis, transport, and metabolism of tryptophan. This coupled model no longer had
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bistability, which can be explained by thinking of the trp and tna operons, which produce
and consume tryptophan, respectively, as driving the system toward homeostasis.

The models developed in this paper presented a unique set of challenges not found with
similar Boolean models of the lac and ara operons. Capturing repression by both atten-
uation and a repressor protein was a challenge, and in order to do it, we had to carefully
specify what the Boolean values of 0 and 1 represented, and they were different for both
repression mechanisms. For attenuation, L = 0 meant that the mRNA formed a 3-4 ter-
mination hairpin loop with an approximately zero probability, i.e., the “floodgates were
open.” In contrast, L = 1 represented a range of non-zero probabilities, and this simply
cannot distinguish between a moderate probability that allows some full mRNA strands
to be transcribed, but not at the highest expression level, vs. a very high probability that
effectively shuts down the operon. A similar situation occurred in the trp operon, where
P = 1 meant that the Rho termination protein was almost certainly bound to the tnaC
leader sequence, essentially shutting off transcription, whereas P = 0 represented a wide
range of situations of non-basal expression levels.

One drawback of many mathematical models of molecular networks is that they view a
system in isolation, and even if their results are supported by experimental data, such
conditions are often contrived and would not exist in a living cell outside of the laboratory.
For example, both mathematical modelling and experimental results have provided strong
evidence that the lac operon exhibits bistability when induced with artificial analogs of
lactose. However, [34] has argued recently why this operon might not be bistable when
induced with the native sugar. The experimental and mathematical evidence for the bista-
bility of the tna operon does not preclude a similar situation or debate for this system.

6.2. Detecting artifacts of synchrony. The fixed points of a Boolean model are inde-
pendent of whether the functions are updated synchronously or asynchronously. Both our
tna Boolean model, and the prior ara operon model from [9] have the curious property
that under every parameter vector, the expected fixed point(s) are reached, but there are
also are larger cycles under a synchronous update that disappear in the asynchronous au-
tomaton. We call these artifacts of synchrony, and would like to pose several open-ended
questions about why and when they appear.

In theory, the asynchronous automaton could contain larger attractors that disappear under
a synchronous update (the opposite of what we see), or they could both contain non-fixed
point attractors. It is curious that this does not occur in the ara, trp, or tna operons.
There has been a great deal of work focused on understanding necessary and sufficient
conditions for certain dynamical properties of Boolean networks. The most well-known
of these includes a theorem of Remy, Ruet, and Thieffry that a positive feedback loop in
the wiring diagram is necessary for multiple fixed points [20], a theorem of Richard that
a negative feedback loop is a necessary condition for larger limit cycles [21], and a classic
result of Robert that if the wiring diagram is acyclic, then the phase space is nilpotent –
it has a unique basin of attraction and fixed point [22].
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Formally, we can say that a Boolean model (f1, . . . , fn) has an artifact of synchrony if it
has a periodic cycle of length k > 1 under a synchronous update, but only fixed points in
its asynchronous automaton. We would like to pose the open-ended question about what
are some necessary and sufficient conditions of the functions and/or signed wiring diagrams
to observe dynamics with artifacts of synchrony.

Another open-ended question is how to detect such artifacts, or more generally, longer
limit cycles, using techniques from computational algebra, which have been used to find
fixed points. For networks of the size studied in this paper, this is not necessary, because
they are small enough that BoolNet can simulate them in their entirely. However, there
are many well-known larger Boolean models, such as a 23-node model of the T-helper cell
differentiation network [25], or a 60-node model of the segment polarity gene network in
the Drosophila melanogaster fruit fly [1]. Thus, it is both a practical question, as well as
an interesting theoretical question, about how to develop algorithms using computational
algebra to detect these properties. For example, it is relatively easy to detect fixed points
algebraically. One can transform any Boolean function into a polynomial over F2, by
replacing each x ∧ y with xy, each x ∨ y with x + y + xy, and each x with 1 + x. Doing
this yields a set of equations that we call an algebraic model. An example of this for our
tna operon model is shown in Table 5.

variable local function fi fi + xi = 0
A f1 = (1 + γ)x4 x1 + (1 + γ)x4 = 0
B f2 = x4 x2 + x4 = 0
C f3 = 1 + γ x3 + 1 + γ = 0
M f4 = x3(1 + x5) x4 + x3(1 + x5) = 0
P f5 = (1 + x6)(1 + x7) x5 + (1 + x6)(1 + x7) = 0
W f6 = x2ωe x2ωe + x6 = 0
Wm f7 = (x6ωe + x6 + ωe + 1)x2ωem (x6ωe + x6 + ωe + 1)x2ωem

+x6 + (1 + x6)ωe +x6 + (1 + x6)ωe + x7 = 0

Table 5. The functions of our tna model as polynomials, and the system
of equations {fi +xi = 0 | i = 1, . . . , 7} whose solutions are the fixed points.

The fixed points of an algebraic model are the solutions to the system of {fi + xi = 0 | i =
1, . . . , n} of nonlinear polynomials over F2. These polynomials for our tna operon model are
also shown in Table 5, on the right. The solutions to such a system of nonlinear polynomials
can be found easily by computing a Gröbner basis of the ideal in F2[x1, . . . , xn] generated
by these polynomials. This gives a simpler system of equations with the same solution.
Using our tna operon model above, this can be done by running the following commands
in the computational algebra software package Macaulay2, which is freely available via the
Macaulay2Web interface [6], which we encourage the interested reader to try.

R = ZZ/2[x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8];

I = ideal(x1^2-x1,x2^2-x2,x3^2-x3,x4^2-x4,x5^2-x5,x6^2-x6,x7^2-x7,x8^2-x8);

Q = R/I;
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RingElement | RingElement :=(x,y)->x+y+x*y;

RingElement & RingElement :=(x,y)->x*y;

w_i = 0_Q; w_im = 1_Q;

f1 = (1+x3) & x4; f2 = x1 | x4; f3 = x4 & x6; f4 = 1+x5;

f5 = x7 | w_i; f6 = x8 | w_im; f7 = (1+x3) & x4; f8 = x4 | x7;

I = ideal(f1+x1, f2+x2, f3+x3, f4+x4, f5+x5, f6+x6, f7+x7, f8+x8);

G = gens gb I

The output of running the commands above is

(x3+1 x6 x7 x1+x7 x2+x7 x4+x7 x5+x7+1)

which means that the Gröbner basis is

(1) G = {x3 + 1, x6, x1 + x7, x2 + x7, x4 + x7, x5 + x7 + 1}.

Equating xi +xj to zero over F2 simply means that xi = xj , whereas doing so for the term
xi + xj + 1 means that xi = xj + 1. Therefore, the first two terms in Eq. (1) tell us that
x3 = 1 and x6 = 0, the next three tell us that x1 = x2 = x4 = x7, and the last term tells
us that x5 is the negation of these values. In other words, the system {g = 0 | g ∈ G} has
two solutions,

x = (c, c, 1, c, 1 + c, 0, c), c ∈ F2.

Notice that these are precisely the two fixed points in the bistable case, from Table 3.
Computational algebra has been widely used in analyzing algebraic models [3, 10, 11], and
though it can easily identify the fixed points, the method described above would have to
be modifed and extended to handle larger limit cycles, to eliminate their existence, or to
identify when they are artifacts of synchrony. Exploring these questions is worthwhile not
only for their potential utility to Boolean models, but also because they are interesting in
their own right, as a class of problems within computational algebra. The interested reader
can find more details about this in [24, Chapter 4], and about other new computational
algebraic problems that have arisen from algebraic models of biological systems in [14].
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